Elementary
Coco: Miguel and the Grand Harmony
by Matt de la Peña & Ana Ramirez
RL 2.0 IL K-3
Newbery Winner Matt de la Peña and Pixar
artist Ana Ramirez create a beautiful story based
on the highly anticipated Pixar Studios film, Coco.
Opening November 22nd, Coco is the celebration
of a lifetime, where the discovery of a generations-old
mystery leads to a most extraordinary and
surprising family reunion.

Middle School
The Storybook of Legends (Ever After High)
by Shannon Hale
RL 4.9 IL 5-9
At Ever After High, an enchanted boarding school,
the children of fairytale legends prepare themselves
to fulfill their destinies as the next generation of Snow
Whites, Prince Charmings and Evil Queens...whether
they want to or not. As the daughter of the Evil Queen,
Raven Queen's destiny is to follow in her mother's
wicked footsteps--but evil is so not Raven's style.

Track this popular fiction series in
Perma-Bound's Series Tracker.
High School

Select
by Marit Weisenberg
RL 7.0 IL 9-12
The daughter of a billionaire, Julia seems to have it all.
But there's something rotten beneath the surface-dangerous secrets her father is keeping; abilities she
was never meant to have; and an elite society of highly
evolved people who care nothing for the rest of
humanity. So when Julia accidentally jeopardizes the
delicate anonymity of her people, she's banished
to the one place meant to make her feel inferior:
public high school.

You're looking for the right content to engage, excite, and educate your students
while helping them build content-area knowledge and reading skills. We have the
titles you need!
We've compiled a collection of our most popular and requested titles for on-level
middle grade and high school literature students. This catalog is an excellent
resource for instructors, curriculum directors, and teachers at the secondary level.
Highlights include our exclusive Teacher's Guides and Perma-Guides, as well as
new selections for STEAM, Makerspace, and differentiated instruction.
Learn More

